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 Photographic Memorial]
of a Christian Missionary in Kenya

 

1. [African Photographica]: Mbirika, Vincent Elyidardy Abukuse: 
PORTRAIT OF THE LATE PETRO ANDAYI MBIRIKA [manu-
script title]. Nairobi, Kenya. September 10, 1960. [37]pp., consisting 
of a manuscript narrative interspersed with seventy-four vernacular 
photographs (twelve 2¼ x 2¼ inches, the remaining sixty-two approxi-
mately 3¼ x 5¼ inches) all with extensive captions, and four mounted 
telegrams. Oblong quarto. Contemporary blue leatherette photograph 
album, string-tied. Minor wear and rubbing to covers. Near fine.

 

A unique and heart-wrenching manuscript and photographic memo-
rial documenting the last illness, death, and funeral of a Christian 
preacher in Kenya, Petro Andayi Mbirika in the spring of 1960.  The 
author of the narrative and captions, and compiler of the album is 
Petro Andayi Mbirika’s son, Vincent Elyidardy Abukuse Mbirika.  
Vincent signs his name on the third page of the album, at the con-
clusion of the introductory manuscript text.  Also, three images in 
the album capture the younger Mbirika, including one showing him 
at the side of his father’s coffin, dressed in coat and tie.  According 
to the manuscript narrative at the beginning, Vincent composed the 
present album on his last night in Nairobi before returning to the 
United States “for higher studies.”  Mbirika would indeed go on to 
higher education in the United States, earning a doctorate from New 
York University in 1970.  His dissertation is titled, An Examination 
of the Functions of the University of East Africa in Relation to the Needs 
of Tthe People.  He then returned to a professorship in Kenya, where 
he apparently still lives.

 

The Untrained Eye:

Vernacular Photograph Albums & Amateur Photography



Ever the devoted son, Vincent writes that his father “was a great person, not by 
body, even not by fame, but he was great in the way he dealt with different people 
and in the manner in which he handled everyone....My father preached the Gospel 
of Christ from 1913 to his death, and in so doing established 10 churches in Kisa 
Location.”  Vincent also recounts the circumstances leading to his father’s death, 
which involved his father falling more than twelve feet from the roof of his own 
house.  Petro seemed to recover for a while, but was ultimately struck down with 
brain damage as a result of the fall.

The subsequent photographs and captions record the life, death, and funeral 
of Petro Andayi Mbirika in vivid detail.  Vincent includes several photographs 
of his father and other family members in happier times, and also his father’s 
house from as early as 1956.  These are followed by a handful of photographs of 
Petro in the hospitals at Maseno and Mwihila.  After the four telegrams Vincent 
received from various friends informing him of his father’s accident and death, 
the remainder of the album is concerned with Petro’s wake and funeral, with 
numerous photographs of Petro’s body.  Various images show Petro’s wife (and 
Vincent’s mother) “seated near my dead father’s body;” Vincent’s uncle “Ernest 

seated beside the dead body of his elder brother Petro Andayi;” various relatives 
in group shots and seated at Petro’s coffin; the funeral itself which “more than 
5,000 people attended;” preachers such as Rev. Andreya Muyela and Mr. Jotham 
Koli sermonizing at the funeral; the procession of the funeral to the gravesite; the 
fencing in of Petro’s grave “to stop it from getting spoiled by animals;” Sunday 
church service held near Petro’s grave; and finally the elaborate cementing of 
Petro’s gravesite in late August.

Before 1963, Kenya was a British colony; as such, the Mbirika family were Brit-
ish citizens at the time the present album was composed, but seemed to have 
preserved many African traditions.  One of these traditions is evident from the 
present album, in which the ritual of esilemba is observed and captured in six 
photographs.  Esilemba is a funereal dance staged for respected members of the 
Abanyole people in Kenya, designed to elevate the spirit of and ward off evil in-
fluences surrounding the deceased.  The ritual was performed for Petro Andayi 
Mbirika, a testament to his stature among his community.

A sad but precious record of a devoted son’s final memorial to his departed father 
in Africa.  $2000.



 Alaska at the Dawn of the 20th Century

2. [Alaskan Photographica]: [ANNOTATED COLLECTION OF VERNACU-
LAR ALASKAN VIEWS TAKEN AND ORGANIZED DURING THE LAT-
TER YEARS OF THE ALASKAN GOLD RUSH, WITH SEVERAL VIEWS 
OF MINING CAMPS]. [Nome, Juneau, and other locations in Alaska. ca. 1900]. 
Twenty-four tipped-in photographs, with printed captions, each photograph ap-
proximately 3½ x 3½ inches. Contemporary brown wrappers. Some scuffing to 
spine. Minor fading to images. Very good.

An excellent collection of vernacular photographs of Alaska around the turn of 
the 20th century, with printed captions beneath the images containing valuable 
information for identification of the images.  The majority of the album captures 
images of Nome when it was a thriving boom town shortly after the 1898 discovery 
of gold.  One of the captions covering three of the photographs reads, “Mining on 

the Beach.  Nome, Alaska.”  Other views include Nome from a distance, showing 
the hundreds of tents housing the prospectors; the house in Nome belonging to 
one of the album organizer’s friends; sled dog teams delivering water; six views 
taken on the Fourth of July, including a parade of sled dogs passing in front of 
Wyatt Earp’s Dexter Saloon, draped in patriotic ribbons; the Hunter Saloon, 
titled “the finest in Nome,” and Northern Saloon, similarly decorated for Inde-
pendence Day; the J.F. Giese Hardware Store, occupying the “finest building in 
Nome;” five views of Juneau, including a street scene, a brewery housed in the 
first church in Juneau, and an enormous canoe named the “Whalekiller”; totem 
poles in Wrangle, Alaska; and the Muir Glacier near Skagway.  Photographs from 
the time period near the Alaskan Gold Rush are rare, especially in an album as 
well-organized and well-identified as this one.  $2000.



 Interesting Images of the Klondike Gold Rush

3. Andrews, Clarence L.: [Alaska]: [Klondike Gold Rush]: THE DAYS OF 
OLD, THE DAYS OF GOLD, THE DAYS OF ‘99: A SOUVENIR OF THE 
NORTH [manuscript cover title]. [Various places in Alaska]. 1899-1936. Twelve 
black-and-white photographs, ranging from 2½ x 3½ inches to 4 x 5 inches. 
Oblong black paper photo album. Manuscript cover title and photo annotations 
in white lead pencil. Cover detached, but present. One photo with remains of 
previous mounting. Very good overall.

A small but fascinating collection of photos depicting early placer and sluice 
mining during the Klondike Gold Rush by writer, photographer, and Inuit-
rights advocate Clarence Andrews.  Eight photos were taken in the Yukon and 
surrounding regions, labelled “Rifle and Back-pack,” “Whip-sawing lumber for 
boat,” “Testing the gravel,” “Poling boat on Yukon,” “Sluice-boxes on Klondike,” 
“Ground sluicing at Nome,” “’Rocking’ on the bars of 40 M., Forty Mile River, 
throwing the gravel,” and “First dredge on Bonanza ‘Klondike Country.’”  Four 
other photos, dated 1936, are labelled “Camp Life,” “On the Edge of the World” 
and “Hard Sledding” (featuring logs on a dog sled), and a photo of Andrews (at 
right) and an unidentified man sitting in what appear to be deck chairs on a ship.

Clarence Leroy Andrews (1862-1948) was born in Ashtabula County, Ohio, but 
moved with his family to Oregon in 1864.  His father died on the journey, but his 
mother settled the rest of the family near Brownsville, Oregon.  Andrews traveled 
to Alaska in 1892 and then was lured back by the gold rush in 1898.  Although it 

does not appear that he found the mother lode, he stayed in the north and worked 
as a customs official in Sitka, Skagway, and Eagle.  Andrews taught himself Rus-
sian and became an authority on the history and culture of the Alaskan territory.  
He received an appointment in 1909 as head of the Information Bureau at the 
Alaska Building in the Alaska Yukon Pacific Exposition in Seattle.  After traveling 
with the exhibit he returned to Alaska in 1915 as a journalist for the Alaska-Yukon 
Magazine and the Alaska Daily Empire.

From 1923-30, Andrews traveled the region from Nome to Point Barrow, as part 
of the U.S. Bureau of Education’s Alaska Reindeer Service.  He became increas-
ingly concerned about reindeer habitat and the living conditions of the indig-
enous peoples there.  Andrews worked to publicize the problems of the Inuit and 
Iñupiat peoples and to defend their rights.  Andrews wrote several books about 
the Inuit, published The Eskimo (magazine), and translated several Russian works 
pertaining to Alaska.

An intimate collection of photographs from the eye of an important advocate 
for Alaska.
Clarence Leroy Andrews Papers, Coll. 067, Special Collections and University 
Archives, University of Oregon Libraries, Eugene, Oregon. Clarence Leroy An-
drews Papers, Archives and Special Collections, Consortium Library, University 
of Alaska Anchorage.  Clarence Andrews Papers. Alaska and Polar Regions Col-
lections, Elmer E. Rasmuson Library, University of Alaska Fairbanks.  $450.



 Arizona Boarding School Images
 

4. [Arizona Photographica]: [Judson School]: [AN EXCEPTIONAL PHO-
TOGRAPH ALBUM CONTAINING 220 IMAGES OF EARLY YEARS AT 
THE JUDSON SCHOOL IN PARADISE VALLEY, ARIZONA]. Paradise 
Valley, Az. [ca. 1930]. 220 silver gelatin photographs, most 2½ x 4¼ inches to 
3¼ x 5¾ inches, with a handful of larger photographs and some smaller-format 
panoramas. Oblong folio. Original brad-bound album. Minor dust-soiling. 
Overall very good.

 

An engaging collection of original photographs from Arizona, circa 1930.  The 
album would seem to depict the early days of the Judson School, a well-known 
boarding school which opened in Paradise Valley, Arizona in 1928.  It was 
evidently assembled by one of the students.  The first photograph shows the 
student body of nineteen young men in coat and tie; the second shows founder 
and head, George Judson, and the three men who evidently constituted the whole 
faculty at the time.  Since one of the photographs contains a joking reference 
to Prohibition, it would seem to date before 1933; at the same time, there are 
enough buildings and structures to suggest the school had been going for several 
years, hence our dating to circa 1930.

 

The school prided itself on offering a vigorous outdoor life as well as regular 
schooling.  The students are shown in various settings: tending to a camp, 
surveying, or on horseback in the desert (a few shots depicting a snow-covered 
desert).  The young men are also depicted at leisure: reading in chairs indoors 
and outdoors, playing baseball and tennis, wrestling, and roping.  Also present 
are a good number of photographs depicting the landscape around the area, 
captured while the boys were exploring the areas around Paradise Valley and 
Phoenix, with numerous shots of the men preparing food while out on the 
desert prairies.  Five photographs depict a railroad derailment, and a handful 
capture Spanish-style buildings or Native American structures in the area, with 
one image of a Native American family inside a makeshift tent.  There is also a 
group of photographs in an eastern setting, presumably the student back home.

 

The Judson School, once in a rural desert setting, was eventually surrounded by 
the explosive growth of Phoenix.  The owner of the school (which was always a 
private, for-profit endeavor) sold the land to luxury real estate developers and 
closed the school in 2000.

 

A wonderful collection of photographs depicting a famous pioneering school 
in Arizona.                                                                                   $1750.



 Impressive Photo Album
Chronicling an Armenian-American Family in the 1940s

5. [Armenian-American Photographica]: [Avakian, Marion]: AVAKIAN 
SNAPS [cover title]. [Various locations in California and Texas. ca. 1940]s. 445 
black-and-white photographs in mounting corners (a few photographs loosely 
laid in). On average 3½ x 2½ or 4 x 6 inches, with a handful in a smaller format 
and a few as large as 8 x 10 inches. Oblong folio. Custom tan wooden binding, 
screw-bound, front cover on two metal hinges. Minor soiling and wear. A few 
photographs with mild edge wear. Very good.

An elaborately-bound family photograph album capturing the lives of an Armenian-
American family in the American West during the mid-20th century.  The title 
comes from the two words artfully affixed to the front cover in raised wooden 

letters, “Avakian Snaps” (meaning, in essence, “Snapshots of 
the Avakian Family”).  The album is a veritable gold mine of 
genealogical information regarding the Avakian family.  The 
photographs are sometimes hand-annotated on the verso, 
identifying the subjects of the photographs.  For example, one 
snapshot names all nine people pictured: “Grandpa Simone, 
Grandma Pearl, Mary, Al, Ro, Milt, Marion, Dickard, Sam.”

 

The album seems to center on Marion Avakian, his wife Alice, 
and their family.  The Avakian family was either settled in or 
stationed by the American military in Los Angeles.  Some of 
the family apparently lived in Fresno as well, a city that has 
boasted a large Armenian immigrant community since the 
early 20th century.  Page after page of the album is filled with 
pictures of the Avakian family, especially children, posed with 
other family members and friends, sometimes also identified 
on the verso of the shots.  One large photograph shows a 
40th wedding anniversary party, with three generations of 
Avakians seated around a well-set table.  Several photographs 
show young children or infants, celebrating a new genera-
tion of American-born Avakians.  Apparently, Marion was an 
American military pilot, evidenced by dozens of photographs 
of him sitting in or posing in front of a U.S. Navy airplane.  
Many of these photographs show him next to his fellow 
servicemen at military bases or various homes.

 

The family also visited Texas at some point, with two photo-
graphs of Avakian family members standing next to a Texas 
welcome sign, and dozens of photographs of the family in 
what appear to be West Texas settings.  A portion of these 
photographs depict Marion Avakian digging trenches for 
plumbing and other activities related to the building of a 
home; whether this was the Avakian home or a home Marion 

Avakian was assisting in building is unclear.

The wooden binding of the album surely held special significance for the Avakian 
family.  Woodcarving is an ancient tradition in Armenia, so the family naturally 
honored that tradition by enclosing their family photographs in a wooden bind-
ing, with specially-carved wooden lettering.  Traditional Armenian woodcarving 
includes carved wooden furniture and interior accent pieces, along with daghdaghan, 
traditional wooden-carved amulets designed to ward off “the evil eye,” which has 
been an Armenian tradition for thousands of years.  Also, there are at least two 
woodcarving museums in Armenia – in Yerevan and Vanadzor – and woodcarving 
was one of the eight specialty handmade arts featured in last summer’s Armenian-
American celebration at the Smithsonian Institution, Armenia: Creating Home.

An interesting selection of family photographs from an Armenian-American fam-
ily building a life in the American West in the mid-20th century, in an artfully-
constructed wooden binding.  $600.



 Travels of an American Couple Through Asia and Egypt

6. [Asia Photographica]: [Egypt Photographica]: [VERNACULAR PHOTO-
GRAPH ALBUM DEPICTING THE TOUR OF AN AMERICAN COUPLE 
THROUGH ASIA AND EGYPT BY CARGO LINER IN 1921 AND 1922].
[Japan; Hong Kong; India; Nepal; Sri Lanka; Egypt. 1921-1922]. 187 original 
photographs, from 2½ x 3½ to 6 x 8 inches, plus several photo postcards and 
commercial images. Original black cloth boards, gilt lettered, string tied. Photos 
in corner mounts on black card stock leaves. Album leaves slightly chipped at 
edges, a few mounts detached.

A lively vernacular photographic account of an American couple’s world tour by 
cargo liner, the Shinyo Maru, in 1921 and 1922.  The pair travelled from San 
Francisco via Hawaii to Japan, then through Southeast Asia to India and Sri Lanka, 
and thence through the Gulf of Aden to Egypt, where the album concludes.

The album records life on board the ship, including images of the couple and 
other passengers on deck, playing organized games, and at a costume party, but 
primarily focuses on the various locales visited.  The section documenting Japan 
is fairly detailed, and the travellers clearly spent a fair amount of time there – 
they visited Tokyo, Nikko, Nagoya, Nara, and Kyoto, and the album contains 
several images of them in each place.  After a short section of photos taken in 
Ceylon, the most extensive portion of the album documents their travels from 
the southern tip of India north to Bombay, Calcutta, and Agra.  They also visit 
Madras, Jaipur, and Delhi, demonstrating the breadth of the Indian leg of their 
tour.  The final section of images depicts a portion of their experience in Egypt, 
prominently featuring the Sphinx and neighboring pyramids.

A very interesting and wide-ranging photo document of an American world tour, 
principally through Asia, in the early 1920s.  $1000.



 Images of 19th-Century Bermuda

7. [Bermuda Photographica]: [ALBUM CONTAINING FORTY-FOUR 
PHOTOGRAPHS OF LATE-19th-CENTURY BERMUDA, COMPILED 
BY A NEW YORK TOURIST]. Bermuda. ca. 1895. Forty-four silver gelatin 
photographs, each 3½ x 4½ inches. Maroon pebbled cloth album. Light shelf 
wear, some water damage to front board. Photos mounted directly to thick card 
stock. Light wear to edges of a few images. Very good.

An engaging photograph album that documents a late 19th-century voyage to 
Bermuda.  The photographer left New York on a steamer operated by A.E. Out-
erbridge & Co., one of the early organizers of tours to Bermuda for Americans 

on holiday.  Much as today, they advertised the climate as a perfect choice for 
the discerning and well-to-do winter vacationer.

The album begins at the point of departure, with images of the pier in New York 
and the steamer conveying tourists to Bermuda.  The ship arrives in Hamilton, 
and there are a series of harbor and town images, including the docks and port, 
the town’s Front Street, several hotels, and beach scenes.  The album also contains 
numerous images of rural Bermuda, its estates and plantations, landscapes, locals 
working and in transit, and animal life.

An attractive vernacular assemblage that depicts Bermuda at the end of the 19th 
century and testifies to the island’s emerging tourist industry.  $3000.



 From Los Angeles to Tijuana in 1901

8. [California Photographica]: THE JOURNEY SOUTH WITH MY MOTHER 
1901 JAN. 17th – MARCH 21st [manuscript title]. [Various locations in Cali-
fornia. January 17 to March 21, 1901]. Forty-three leaves with fifty-five original 
photographs, each approximately 3½ x 3½ inches (with one small panorama), 
mounted on rectos only, captioned in ink. Square 16mo. Contemporary limp blue 
cloth, sewn, later paper label on front cover, reading “MWR + Mother – Trip 
South 1901 Jan 17 – Mar 21.” Minor edge wear, spine a bit sunned. Minor scat-
tered foxing. Very good.

An annotated vernacular photograph album documenting a son and mother’s trip 
down the California coast from Los Angeles to Tijuana, Mexico in 1901.  The first 
photograph shows a train track disappearing in the distance and is captioned “In 
the morning – The desert.”  This is followed by seven photos of posh, two-story 
residences in Los Angeles.  Six photographs in Los Angeles capture a downtown 
flood during a rain storm, showing stranded streetcars and efforts to clear clogged 
sewers, one photograph captioned, “In the days of Noah!”  The scenes in Pasadena 
are limited to one of the famous ostrich farms, where the anonymous traveler 
records two images of an ostrich named Cecil Rhodes.  The travelers then head 
up to Mt. Lowe on Echo Mountain, with views from the train, the trail, and the 
summit.  This is followed by images from the Redlands (the library and Smiley 
Heights), Corona, and two shots of the Christian Science Church in Riverside.  

The travelers then apparently spent some time in Catalina, evidenced by the three 
photographs, including a small folding panoramic image, of Avalon Bay.  Next 
stop on the trip is Coronado, with photographs of the Coronado Hotel and the 
breakwater at Point Loma, and San Diego, with photographs of a “House where 
Ramona was married” and two photos of the Sweetwater Dam.

At this point, the travelers cross into Tijuana, Mexico, the apparent terminus of 
their journey, and the images here show the desperately poor conditions in the 
border town in the years before the Villa uprising.  A couple of the photographs 
carry sarcastic or snobbish captions, such as the first image, identified as a “Tia 
Juana bus” (it is actually a mule-drawn carriage) and another image of three 
ramshackle homes pejoratively captioned “Nob Hill Tia Juana.”  The travelers 
also photographed the boundary stone between the United States and Mexico, 
the Old Custom House, residences, “A Veteran well-sweep of ‘49” (a rudimentary 
device designed to draw water from a well), “My lady’s bower” (a roadside shelter 
for seeking shade, next to a horse tethered to a tree), a Mexican “lodge in the 
wilderness,” and a Tijuana church, where the album ends.

An interesting account in words and images of one well-to-do family’s California 
vacation to Tijuana at the turn of the 20th century, earlier than usually encoun-
tered in the present market.  $1750.



 Photo Album of a Chinese-American Soldier in World War II

9. [Chinese-American Photographica]: Fong, Fook Sam: [VERNACULAR 
PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM RECORDING THE MILITARY TRAINING AND 
SERVICE OF A YOUNG CHINESE-AMERICAN SIGNAL CORPSMAN].
[Los Angeles, Ca., Williams Field, Az., and other locations. Early 1940s]. 132 
black-and-white photographs, twenty color-printed souvenir cards, and a newspa-
per clipping, all mounted in corners. Photographs range from 2 x 3 inches to 5 x 
7 inches. Oblong quarto. Original illustrated tan leather cover, tied with leather 
strap to limp buckram rear cover, front cover printed with “Service Album” and 
illustrated with an image of a bomber, with manuscript additions reading, “Fook 
Sam Fong Williams Field, Arizona” and with three Chinese characters near bot-
tom left. Minor wear, handful of corner mounts empty, images generally in nice 
condition. Very good.

A rare glimpse into the military training and experiences of a Chinese-American 
signal corps private from California.  Fook Sam Fong was apparently from Cali-
fornia; one of his brothers had a farm on the Santa Ana Road.  Fong served with 

the United States Army in the construction of the Ledo 
Road in the early years of World War II.

 

The album opens with several photographs of Fong 
and his young friends at leisure time – picnicking, 
biking, and lounging in the park.  There are also a few 
photographs showing Fong and others in agricultural 
fields.  Not long into the album, Fong appears in his 
service uniform, and travels to both Los Angeles and 
Sacramento, likely on his way to military training.  
One photograph shows the United States Post Office 
Terminal Annex in Los Angeles, another shows the 
California State Capitol Building in Sacramento.

 

Fong is pictured by himself, but also with other Chi-
nese-American soldiers and groups of Asian-American 
civilians, and even with Anglo- and African-American 
soldiers.  He and his fellow soldiers pose in front of 
signs at their Arizona training camp that read “Cadet 
Detachment,” “Post Headquarters,” and “Provost Mar-
shal.”  Fong was apparently allowed to travel outside 
the training grounds, as he includes numerous ver-
nacular photographs and souvenir photographs from 
the Grand Canyon.

 

One photo is inscribed on the verso “To Brother Sam 
1945 April.”  The subject of the photograph was either 
Chew F. Fong or Henry R. Fong, both brothers of Fook 
Sam Fong, according to a news clipping mounted in the 
album.  The news clipping also reveals that Fook Sam 
Fong is a private in the signal corps “taking part in the 

campaign along the Ledo Road in the Orient.”  A handful of photographs later in 
the album show Fong and his detachment in China.  In these photographs, Fong 
is repairing or constructing electrical lines, posing with his unit, and observing 
a checkers game.  A photograph of a Chinese domestic structure is inscribed on 
the back, “Our basha,” an Indian word meaning a hut made of bamboo and palm.  
This suggests that Fong served some of his time in Burma, as part of the Ledo 
Road was built through there, as well.  One photograph, showing Fong posing 
with four other Asian-American and Chinese soldiers, is inscribed on the verso, 
“To Fong Happy Reunion at Yunnan May 1945 V-E Day – Tom.”  Yunnan, a 
Chinese province, was the terminal point of the Ledo Road in China.  The Ledo 
Road was a vital artery built by the American and Chinese militaries in the early 
years of World War II to bring supplies and aid to China in their fight against 
the Japanese Imperial Army.  In early 1945, it was renamed the Stilwell Road in 
honor of American General Joseph Stilwell.

A pictorial testament to the commitment of one Chinese-American soldier from 
the Greatest Generation and his experiences in the American military.  $1250.



 Building Connecticut, Especially the Bethany Dam

10. [Connecticut]: [MASSIVE ARCHIVE OF OVER 1,550 ORIGINAL PHO-
TOGRAPHS RELATING TO CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS, MAINLY IN 
NEW HAVEN COUNTY, CONNECTICUT, 1892 – 1951]. [Mainly Waterbury, 
Ct. 1892-1951]. Approximately 1,550 sepia-toned or black-and-white photographs, 
most between 2 x 4 inches and 4 x 6 inches (a handful slightly smaller, some 
slightly larger), a handful of panoramas, and about ten examples 8 x 10 inches. 
One cloth photograph album, two paperbound photo albums, numerous loose 
album pages, and the remainder of approximately 950 photographs loose. Some 
slightly faded, minor edge wear, a handful unevenly trimmed, almost all of the 

loose photos previously mounted, with adhesive and paper remnants 
on verso. A handsome and engaging assemblage.

 

An amazing collection of vernacular photography, most detailing 
public works projects in Connecticut from the late 1920s through 
the 1940s.  The earliest of the photos are housed in the cloth photo 
album and date from 1892 to 1894, showing the construction of the 
Washington Avenue bridge and sewer system in Waterbury, Con-
necticut and the construction of the Bethany Dam.  In fact, the lion’s 
share of the photos in the present archive come from Waterbury, 
Bethany, or other towns in New Haven and Litchfield counties.  
The majority of the images in the album focus on the Bethany Dam 
project, with additional shots of houses and other buildings presum-
ably near the site, perhaps structures now lost in the wake of the 
dam’s construction.  Other photos show construction of a pipeline 
and a small pedestrian bridge.

 

The next important series of photos, several hundred of them in 
fact, focus on the construction of the Shepaug Dam, which the city 
of Waterbury completed in 1933 to divert water from the Shepaug 
River to Waterbury city reservoirs.  Over a third of the total number 
of photographs in the archive concern either the Shepaug or Bantam 
rivers, most with manuscript captions on the verso.  Most of these 
photos show the construction of the dam, the Shepaug River Bridge, 
or the Bantam River or Morris, Connecticut siphon tunnels.  These 
photos date from about 1919 to the mid-1930s, concentrated mostly 
around the late ‘20s and early ‘30s, when most of the construction 
was accomplished.  There are also numerous photos of the power 
station and other related buildings around the construction site.

 

The majority of the remainder of the archive shows road, bridge, 
and waterway construction from all around the Waterbury area, 
including a great many photos showing downtown Waterbury, and 
with numerous images of the construction or paving of roads such 
as Watertown Avenue, Alder Street, Baldwin Street, or Lovers Lane 
near the Mad River Bridge, as well as the Shepaug River Bridge, 
Bank Street Bridge, Turkey Hill Bridge, Sheffield Street Bridge, and 

the Silver Street Bridge over the Mad River.  There is a striking juxtaposition 
of two photos in one of the paperbound albums, showing the South Main Street 
Bridge as it was in 1929 and as it was renewed in 1940, both shots taken from 
practically the same vantage point.  The snapshots highlight the difference in 
bridge construction styles, the older showing the traditional trestle system com-
mon in the 19th century and then the sleeker, modern box girder style.  There 
are a couple dozen images marking the period between the two bridges, showing 
the dismantling of the old and the rising of the new.

The other paperbound album spotlights Chase Park, the Chase Parkway, and a 
bridge built over Sled Haul Brook.  The images date from 1927 to 1938 and reveal 
a landscape transformed from a rural park area to a modern parkway, complete 



with a brand new bridge.  This series of about 100 photographs is particularly 
interesting for its depiction of the march of progress through a particularly scenic 
rural Connecticut area.

Another series of over seventy photographs shows the construction of a pipeline 
along Great Brook in Waterbury from 1919 to 1935.  The photographs follow 
Great Brook at the Naugatuck River from South Main Street, along Elm Street, 
Meadow Street, and Brook Street to North Main Street.  This selection of photo-
graphs, more than any other in the archive, shows people at work on the project, 
building the pipe and paving the foundation of the waterway.  It appears that 
the project was intended to change the flow of water near Waterbury, perhaps to 
supply water to a different part of the city, relieve flooding in the area, or divert 
the water to a reservoir.

This archive is an important treasure trove for the urban planner or developer, 
or anyone studying water use, engineering, architecture, or public works projects, 
specifically dam, bridge, and road construction.  Some groups of photographs 
are like time-lapse photography; one can almost watch the Shepaug River Bridge 
being built from the foundation to finished product through a couple hundred 
photographs.  The photos reveal the massive nature of this and other public 
works projects, especially interesting since most of the work here was begun and 
completed in the darkest years of the Great Depression.
Joseph W. Dellapenna, “Waterbury’s ‘Water War’” on Rhode Island Water Re-
sources Board website.  $7500.

 Interesting Photographic Album,
Especially of Florida

11. Goodale, D.C.: REMINISCENCES OF FLORIDA, ILLINOIS AND 
MISSOURI [cover title]. [Various locations. 1892]. Twenty-six leaves containing 
104 albumen photographs. Each photo caption in contemporary ink on the mount. 
Oblong octavo. Original brown morocco, cover gilt, sympathetically rebacked, 
a.e.g. Corners heavily worn, covers rubbed. Minor soiling and wear to mounts, 
but images clean. Very good.

An interesting album of photographs compiled by one photographer – presumably 
an amateur – which includes scenes in Missouri, Illinois, and Florida.  The im-
ages, which start with scenes of street illumination in St. Louis, include views of 
significant architectural monuments and parkland in major cities, steamers coaling 
and loading grain on the Illinois River, and other vernacular subjects such as farms, 
gardens, rail yards, and people.  The album jumps around between states, showing 
areas around St. Louis, Kansas City, Allendale, and St. Joseph in Missouri; Peoria, 
Pullman, and Patoka in Illinois; two photographs in Patriot, Indiana, located just 
south of Cincinnati on the Kentucky border; and views in Palatka, Jacksonville, 
Tampa, and St. Augustine in Florida.  A series of photographs centered on the 
McElaine farm near Allendale includes studies of horses, workers, “Moving an 
Old Frame House,” “House Movers,” “Temporary Quarters,” and a portrait of a 
workman clinging to a pole in the air entitled “Chased by a Bull.”  $3500.



 American Military Life in Pre-War Hawaii

12. [Hawaii Photographica]: PICTURES TAKEN IN THE PARADISE OF 
THE PACIFIC HAWAII THROUGH COLE COLE [KOLEKOLE] PASS 
BY PACK TRAIN [manuscript title]. [Various locations in and around Honolulu, 
Oahu, Hawaii. ca. 1935]. Seventy-eight mounted silver gelatin photographs, either 
3½ x 5¼ inches or 2½ x 3½ inches. Oblong octavo photograph album, paper-
covered boards, string-bound. Front cover detached, covers and spine chipped. 
Some album pages chipped, but photographs remain largely untouched. Very good.

An absorbing collection of photographs capturing American military life in Hawaii 
during the first half of the 20th century, with the great majority of the photographs 
captioned in ink on the album pages.  The unnamed photographer and compiler 

of the photographs apparently served at the Schofield Barracks in Honolulu, as 
he includes several photographs of the base, including the “Boxing Bowl.”  He 
also records other notable locations around Honolulu, including the Waipahu 
Sugar Mill, the Kilaeua Crater, Japanese Temple, the Mid-Pacific Railway wreck, 
Kapiolani Park, the Honolulu railway station, Sand Island, the naval destroyer 
Jeanne d’Arc, Sampans Haleiwa Bay, the Monoa Hotel, the Waipahi Sugar Mill, 
Diamondhead and Kahala Bay, Waikiki Beach, several shots of volcanoes and lava 
formations, and more.  He even includes a shot of the pack mule he presumably 
used in his wanderings.  Hawaiian photographs are scarce in the market, and con-
tinually more desirable, especially with holographic notations, like those present 
in this intriguing album.  $600.



 An American in 1920s Yokohama

13. [Japan Photographica]: [VERNACULAR PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM 
CONTAINING OVER TWO HUNDRED ORIGINAL PHOTOGRAPHS 
DOCUMENTING THE LIFE OF AN AMERICAN BUSINESSMAN LIV-
ING IN YOKOHAMA DURING 1920 AND 1921]. [Yokohama. 1920-1921]. 
230 original photographs, from 2½ x 1¾ to 6 x 4½ inches. Oblong large octavo. 
Contemporary cloth boards, with hand-drawn pen and ink Japanese emblems and 
symbols, string tied. Light wear to edges and corners of boards. Photos mounted 
directly to heavy card stock album leaves, extensively captioned in manuscript. 
Minor mirroring and fading to a few images, but overall very good.

An extensive and cohesive photograph al-
bum containing two hundred thirty images 
that document a year spent in Yokohama 
by American businessman F.C. Thompson, 
who managed the Japanese office of the 
Dollar Steamship Line, one of the largest 
and most successful American shipping 
lines of the era.  Thompson lived in Japan 
and worked for the shipping company for 
almost the entire interwar period, so this 
album documents one of his first years as 
an expatriate.

 

Yokohama had a sizeable American expa-
triate community during this period, and 
this album depicts Thompson himself and 
with a number of his circle of friends and 
associates (most of whom are identified in 
accompanying captions) around the city 
and at various haunts.  These include the 
Grand Hotel, the Bund, the Oriental Palace 
Hotel, the Rowing and Yacht Clubs, the 
Country and Athletic.  The images also 

show several steamships and some of their crew, belonging to the Dollar Steamship 
Line and also to the Pacific Mail Steamship Company.  A short series of photos 
show expatriates engaged in various sporting activities, including a rugby match, 
motorcycling, sailing, and aquaplaning.

The album also depicts numerous local street scenes and Japanese people work-
ing at various occupations throughout the city.  The final portion of the album 
documents a vacation in the Japanese countryside, with excellent landscape and 
architectural images, ultimately ending at Mount Fuji. An outstanding, thoroughly 
captioned album that documents many aspects of life as an American expatriate 
executive in Japan as well as Yokohama and its environs at the beginning of the 
Roaring Twenties.  $2250.



 “The pupil named above
is hereby released from this school to attend: Evacuation”

14. [Japanese Americana]: Nomura, Asako: [ARCHIVE OF A YOUNG 
JAPANESE-AMERICAN FEMALE HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT IN LOS 
ANGELES BEFORE AND JUST AFTER THE 1942 EVACUATION AND 
INTERNMENT ORDER]. [Los Angeles. 1938-1942]. Photograph album 
and six partially printed documents completed in type and manuscript, as de-
scribed below. All in very good or better condition.

A small but important archive of photographs and school-related documents 
belonging to Japanese-American Los Angeles resident, Asako Nomura.  Nomura 
attended Le Conte Junior High School and then Hollywood High School, graduat-
ing from the latter in June 1942.  Three months prior to graduation, Nomura was 
ordered to be evacuated along with some 120,000 other Japanese Americans after 
President Franklin Roosevelt issued Executive Order 9066 on February 19, 1942.



According to 1940 census data, and confirmed by one of the present documents, 
Asako Nomura lived at 1126½ Cahuenga in Los Angeles with her father, mother, 
and three siblings.  Her father, Hyoshiro Nomura was a councilor for the Los 
Angeles Japanese Association, an adviser for the Higashi Hongwanji Buddhist 
Temple and is listed on the roster of these organizations in a House Un-American 
activities committee report in 1942.  He is also listed as a detainee at the Tuna 
Canyon Detention Station in Tujunga, a converted Civilian Conservation Corps 
camp that was used as a civilian detention center from December 16, 1941 to 
October 31, 1943.  It is unclear where Asako Nomura was sent after the evacuation 
order was enacted, but she is pictured as an employee in a press photograph held 
at the Bancroft Library for the Leave Application Department in March 1944, 
where she apparently helped Japanese Americans apply for and obtain permanent 
leave from relocation centers.

 

The present archive includes the following items, in chronological order:
 

1) [Photograph album]. 1938-1940. Oblong quarto. Contemporary black leatherette 
two-ring binder, gilt title on front cover. Forty-one photographs, from 5½ to 9¾ 
inches to 4½ x 3¼ inches, including ten laid in, some with manuscript captions 
or annotations.  Couple of leaves detached, but photographs in very good or 
better condition.  The images include several photographs of Nomura’s various 
school classes, such as the “Aud Ushers,” the student workers in the attendance 
office, her homeroom class, the “Typing Awards” winners, and other unlabeled 
examples.  Following the class pictures, Nomura has kept photographs of herself 
and her friends in various settings, including home, the beach, Camp Crystal Lake, 
Camp Big Pines at Jackson Lake, a desert “Boom Town,” and other locations.  
The photographs provide a nice view of the life of a carefree Japanese-American 
young woman in the late 1930s.  A few of the photographs are inscribed to Asako.

 

2) Advanced Certificate of Proficiency Typewriting. Dated June 1939, 5 x 6½ inches.  
A partially-printed certificate awarding Nomura for her typewriting proficiency 
of forty-four words per minute with only two errors.  Signed by her instructor 
and her principal.

 

3) Los Angeles City School District Typewriting Certificate. 50-Word Award. Dated 
January 10, 1940, 2¼ x 4 inches.  Another award for Nomura’s typewriting skills, 
this time for fifty-one words per minute with only one error.  Perhaps it was 
Nomura’s clerical skills that helped her gain employment just a few years later at 
the Leave Application Department during the internment period.

4) Letter Award. Dated “Winter 1939,” 7¾ x 10 inches.  A partially-printed cer-
tificate for Nomura from Le Conte Junior High School, awarding her a school 
letter in Physical Education.  Signed by the director of the program and the 
school principal.

5) Pupil Accounting Report. Dated March 25, 1942, 5 x 8 inches.  A partially-printed 
Hollywood High School attendance form issued a month after Roosevelt’s Execu-
tive Order 9066, with a direct relationship to the exclusion order.  In the printed 
line stating “The pupil named above is hereby released from this school to attend: 
_________” the blank is filled in with the single typewritten word, “Evacuation.”  
Also, the “New Address” line is filled in with the typewritten word, “Unknown.”  
Both of these lines are sad reminders of the impact of the Japanese-American 
internment program, here affecting the life of a young senior in high school set 
to graduate three months later.

6) [Hollywood High School Graduation Program]. Dated June 25, 1942. [7]pp. 
12mo. Original printed wrappers, stapled. Contains the events of the graduation 
ceremony, along with the list of graduates.  The fifth page lists Asako Nomura, 
though it is not known whether she attended the graduation ceremony or gradu-
ated in absentia.

7) [Hollywood High School Diploma]. Dated June 26, 1942, 6 x 8 inches, housed 
in a leatherette holder, gilt. Nomura’s high school diploma, given to her by the 
Los Angeles City High School District for completing her course of study and 
for showing herself “worthy in Character and Citizenship....”  These last words 
are ironic, at the least, considering the fates suffered by most Japanese Americans 
during this time.

This is the first group of material we have seen from a Japanese-American stu-
dent at the moment of relocation, a poignant record of a sad moment in modern 
American history.  $3750.



 Images of Maine and Europe by an MIT Professor

15. [Maine and European Photographica]: [Lawrence, Ralph Restieaux]: 
[THREE ALBUMS OF ORIGINAL PHOTOGRAPHS OF SCENES IN 
MAINE, AND OF LIFE IN FRANCE AND ENGLAND IN THE YEAR 
BEFORE WORLD WAR I, TAKEN BY MIT PROFESSOR RALPH RES-
TIEAUX LAWRENCE]. [Maine and various places in Europe. 1907, 1913, 
1920]. A total of 248 original photographic prints. Oblong octavo albums. Original 
black morocco, spines gilt, titles as transcribed below. Albums with some shelf 
wear; European album slightly cocked, lower portion of front joint splitting. The 
photographs are clean and in excellent condition.

An outstanding collection of photographic images of scenes in Maine, coastal 
France, and the Channel Islands.  The photographs were taken by an MIT 
Professor who apparently vacationed in Maine on a regular basis, and who also 
visited England and France in the year before the outbreak of World War I.  The 
albums of Maine images ably show the natural beauty of far western Maine, while 
the album of scenes in France and England captures life in small villages and 
towns in Normandy, Brittany, and the Channel Islands before the peace of the 
region was shattered by the Great War.  Two of the albums feature silver gelatin 
prints that have been printed directly onto the album sheets, with accompanying 
handwritten captions.  The third album consists of photographic prints affixed 
to sheets of the album.

Though without ownership signatures, we attribute these albums to Ralph Res-
tieaux Lawrence, a Professor of Electrical Engineering at MIT.  These albums 
came with other photographic albums made by Lawrence on trips to the American 
West and Canada, featuring photographs done in a similar style, captioned and 
bound as these albums.  Ralph Restieaux Lawrence (b. 1873) was born in Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts and graduated from MIT in 1895.  He taught electrical 
engineering at MIT from 1896 to 1941, and apparently enjoyed photography and 
traveling, as the present albums would indicate.

The three albums are:

1) Heald Pond Maine 1907. Thirty-nine original photographic prints, most ap-
proximately 3¾ x 4¾ inches, each print affixed to a sheet in the album, the sheets 
8 x 10 inches. Original oblong octavo album.  This album contains a series of 
lovely photographs of the area around Heald Pond, in west-central Maine, not 
far from the Canadian border.  Heald Pond is known for its natural beauty – ably 
captured in these photographs – and for its hiking trails.  The photographs in 
this album are uncaptioned, but show a number of images of the large pond and 
surrounding area, as well as cabins and campsites.

2) Photographs Europe 1913. 162 original silver gelatin prints, approximately 3¼ 
x 5¼ inches, each printed directly onto a sheet in the album, the sheets 6¾ x 
9¼ inches. Each image is identified by a manuscript caption on the facing sheet. 
Original oblong octavo album.  The pictures show scenes in France and Eng-
land, mostly in the regions of Brittany and Normandy, the Channel Islands of 
Jersey, Guernsey, and Sark, and the towns of Warwick and Stratford-upon-Avon.  
Many of the photographs show life in villages or larger towns, such as Caen in 
Normandy.  There are a number of photographs of scenes in and around the 
Brittany village of Concarneau, including market scenes, fetes, and scenes along 
the port, but other villages, such as Pont-Aven and Vitre are included as well.  
Many of the photographs in the British islands show castles, ruins, towns, and 
coastal scenes.  In all, a magnificent series of photographs of this region on the 
verge of World War I.

3) Photographs Attean Maine 1920. Forty-seven original silver gelatin prints, on 
average 3 x 5 inches (one of them a panoramic photo 3 x 13½ inches on a folded 
sheet), each printed directly onto a sheet in the album, the sheets 7 x 9½ inches. 
Each image is identified by a manuscript caption on the facing sheet. Original 
oblong octavo album.  Attean Lake is a resort area located in west-central Maine, 
and this album of attractive silver gelatin prints shows scenes from a vacation 
taken there by Lawrence in 1920.  The panoramic photograph is a lovely view of 
Attean Lake from a high perspective on nearby Mount Sally.  There are several 
other pictures from Mount Sally, as well as images of camps, vistas from lake 
level, nearby woods, other ponds, etc. 

$2000.



 Missourians in Mexico

16. [Mexico Photographica]: SOUTH OF THE BORDER 1941 MEXICAN 
VACATION [manuscript title]. [Various locations in Mexico. 1941]. Forty-eight 
black-and-white photographs, each 2¾ x 4½ inches, and three postcards, all 
captioned in white ink beneath the images. Quarto. Contemporary black cloth 
photo album. Some scuffing to edges and corners, minor soiling new endpapers. 
Photographs in excellent condition. Overall very good.

A handsomely-produced annotated 
vernacular vacation photograph 
album capturing the sites seen 
by a St. Louis couple traveling 
through Mexico in 1941.  The first 
photograph features the couple in 
St. Louis, and the second image 
show them in Laredo.  The re-
mainder of the album is comprised 
of scenes in Mexico, starting with 
an elevated view of Mexico City, 
followed by several street shots of 
Mexico City landmarks and other 
sites in the Mexican capital.  They 
attend a Mexico City bullfight, 
and include here a few shots of a 
toreador named Conchita killing a 
bull, and the bull being “dragged 
out” of the arena.

 

The couple then proceed to Xochimilco, where they visit a “Market Day,” feature 
other street scenes, and a “typical home.”  They also show a market day in Toluca, 
a Diego Rivera fresco in Cuernavaca, an elevated view of Cholula, three different 
views of the Pyramid of the Sun in Teotihuacan, three shots of a street festival 
in Rancho el Blanco, an elevated view and a cathedral in Tasco, their hotel view 
in Taxco, street scenes in Monterrey and Vanegas, a shot of “Vanegas children,” 
and a view of the Mexican countryside before boarding their freight train home.

A well-constructed pictorial record of one American couple’s Mexican vacation 
in 1941.  $750.



 Oregon Under Water

17. [Oregon Photographica]: [PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM OF SALEM, OR-
EGON DURING THE “CHRISTMAS FLOOD” OF 1964-65]. Salem, Or. 
1964-1965. Forty-two black-and-white photographs, 7½ x 9½ inches. Photographs 
corner mounted recto and verso of album leaves with typed caption labels pasted 
below. Oblong quarto album. Green printed boards with ties, front cover gilt 
stamped. Minor wear to boards. A few album leaves with frayed edges, a few 
photographs with faint creases along the edge, but most very good to near fine.

Dramatic photos of Salem, Oregon, taken during the “Christmas Flood,” one of 
the worst natural disasters in the state of Oregon.  Flood conditions appeared 
December 18, 1964 and continued for three weeks, until January 7, 1965.  By 
December 23, the Willamette River had crested at thirty feet.  In Salem, the 
National Guard joined crews of local firefighters and police to evacuate residents 
by helicopter, boat, and amphibious vehicle.  Guard troops also helped evacuate 
121 patients from Salem Memorial Hospital, which flooded due to its proximity 
to Pringle Creek.  Despite pumping and sandbagging by Oregon Correctional 
Institute crews who worked through the night, dikes around the hospital were 
overrun and the building quickly filled with water.

The photos in this collection are likely amateur but quite good.  Many 
depict scenes during and after the height of the flooding, including the 
mill at Mill Creek (with 5ft., 9in. of water in the basement), Minto Island, 
Pringle Park, the hospital, and the railway bridge at Marion Street.  Also 
included are landscape views of Ankeny Bottom, Center Street Bridge, 
Church Street Bridge, along with scenes of downtown.  There are images 
of National Guard troops blocking access to “Kaiser” (i.e., Keizer) where, 
according to the photographer, looting had been reported.  There are also 
more lighthearted scenes, such as a seaplane tied to the railroad tracks; 
and then a photo of a flooded landscape with a boat docking by the tracks 
captioned “Pasture,” paired with a photo of a cow by the same tracks and 
the caption “Flood refugee.”  Also included is a photo of a house stand-
ing in water with the caption “My crayfish traps are in the basement.”

 

Agricultural losses in and around Salem were high as well, as the ground 
had not been able to fully thaw before the floods came.  Unable to absorb 
even a normal amount of rainfall, the thawed upper layer washed away.  
This meant a permanent loss of topsoil to the rich agricultural lands 
around Salem.  The photographer provides a few images of this as well.

 

The National Weather Service lists the flood as number five in its list of 
top weather events in Oregon in the 20th century:

 

“The December 1964 rainstorm was undoubtedly the most severe rain-
storm to ever occur over central Oregon, and among the most severe over 
western Oregon since the late 1870s.  Several observing stations across 
central Oregon recorded two-thirds of their normal annual rainfall in 
just 5 days....Widespread severe flooding occurred, with at least 30 major 
highway bridges receiving such damage as to make them unusable.  The 

new multi-million dollar John Day River Bridge was destroyed as were scores of 
bridges on county and secondary roads.  Hundreds of miles of roads and highways 
were washed out or badly damaged.  Thousands of people had to be evacuated 
due to ensuing floods....Hundreds of homes and other buildings were destroyed 
and an even greater number were badly damaged....Virtually every river in the 
state was far above flood stage and mudslides, bridge failures, and inundation 
closed the state’s roads, airports, and railways.  Reservoirs were overwhelmed 
early on in the storm and many proved unable to release water fast enough to 
prevent overtopping.  Dorena Dam, south of Eugene, had water flowing over the 
top more than 8 feet deep.”

In all, twenty people died, and there was $157 million in damage.  It was also one 
of the worst floods in recorded history on nearly every major stream and river in 
coastal Northern California, and affected parts of southwest Washington, Idaho, 
and Nevada.  Recovery was slow and it was at least a year before all transporta-
tion avenues were completely restored.

A fascinating local view of one of the Northwest’s worst floods.
National Weather Service, “Oregon’s Top 10 Weather Events of 1900s” (Port-
land, Or.: NOAA Portland Weather Forecast Office) (accessed online). Kathleen 
Clements Carlson, “Christmas Week Flood Brings Major Flooding, December, 
1964” in Salem Online History (Salem, Or.: Salem Public Library).  $1350.



 Pacific Rim in the Early 20th Century

18. [Pacific Photographica]: [PHOTO ALBUM OF SCENES IN WASH-
INGTON STATE, THE PHILIPPINES, JAPAN, HAWAII, AND ALASKA]. 
[Various locations. ca. 1910]. 26pp. containing eighty-six photographs, nine col-
ored photographs, and one photographic postcard. Two photos 8 x 6 inches, the 
remainder approximately 3½ x 4½ inches. Oblong quarto. Original black cloth. 
Binding separating from text block; corners and extremities worn. Photos clean, 
many with manuscript captions. Good plus.

Photo album of assembled snapshots showing vari-
ous parts of Japan, the Philippines, Alaska, Hawaii, 
and Washington State.  The two larger images are of 
Snoqualmie Falls in Washington, the first showing the 
park area and the second showing the falls itself.  The 
images appear to be in no particular order, with scenes 
from all the various locales dispersed throughout the 
album.  Other photographs show scenes in Manila, 
including the “oldest church,” a “Spanish transport 
sunk by Dewey” in the Spanish-American War, Fort 
Malata, other churches, some water buffalo, and other 
rural scenes in the area.  Images of Honolulu include 
a group of school children, the palace, views in a park, 
and some rural scenes, including a waterfall.  Images of 
Japan are primarily from Nagasaki, Kobe, and Osaka.  
They include views of the harbors and ships, the dry 
dock at Nagasaki, the lower and upper falls at Kobe, 
Japanese peddlers aboard a ship, “temple 2000 years 

old” at Nagasaki, among others.  Views of Alaska are primarily taken from off 
the coast, showing Dutch Harbor from several angles.

The transport ship Oopack is featured in several photos; the Oopack was a British 
merchant vessel that was sunk by the Germans in 1918 off the coast of Malta.  
Several unlabeled photos at the rear of the volume show what are presumably local 
scenes from home, likely the Pacific Northwest.  There are two farmers plowing a 
field behind a horse, bathers at the seashore, picnickers, and other group photos.  
The picture postcard is a baseball team group shot, and the colored images are 
views of Japan.  $850.



 

Ugly Americans in South America
in the Years of the Good Neighbor Policy

19. [South America]: [Travel]: [EXTENSIVELY ANNOTATED AND PRO-
FUSELY ILLUSTRATED PHOTOGRAPHIC SCRAPBOOK OF BIGOTED 
AMERICANS TRAVELING IN CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMERICA]. 
[Various locations in Latin America. 1938]. [100]pp. containing 230 photographs, 
as well as postcards, maps, dozens of menus, greeting cards, and other travel 
ephemera. Thick folio. Contemporary brown paper-covered cloth, string-tied. 
Boards lightly scuffed and worn. Some leaves loose, moderate edge wear and 
chipping. Photographs clean and nice, annotations highly legible. Good plus.

An illuminating and entertaining illustrated scrapbook documenting the travels 
of six friends on a trip to Mexico, Panama, and various points in South America, 
including Colombia, Peru, Chile, Argentina, and Brazil in 1938.  One of the 
opening leaves has four photographs of the travellers, comprised of two elderly 
couples and two single women captioned, “Rogues to the Pampas!”  Throughout 
the album, there are numerous photographs, both vernacular and professional, a 
great many capturing locals in native dress, as well as images of scenery and the 
city streets.  The photographs are accompanied by colorful descriptive annotations.



The voyage began January 20, 1938 aboard the Japanese NYK Liner S.S. Bokuyo 
Maru.  There are numerous menus and other ephemera from the ship, as well as 
a photograph of the Japanese crew signed by the ship’s officers.  The first photo-
graphs depict Manzanillo, Mexico a week later, with captions such as “Worst city 
we ever saw, says the man from Capetown, South Africa, who has been around 
the world,” and “Sid Thompson says, ‘I bet if these Mexicans had a good hot 
bath they’d find a suit of underwear they didn’t know they had!”  They picture a 
“peddler of hats and drink” and a “man carrying load on his head” in the streets 
of Manzanillo.  They then take a train to Colima, Mexico, on which a passenger 
is noted to say, “Jesus Christ, you’d think they never saw an American before,” 
and where they eat papaya for the first time.  In Panama on February 3, they see 
“a native with an iguana in each hand – we also saw our first sloth and a land 
crab” and they witnessed “a negro funeral.”

On February 5, the travellers stop at Buenaventura, Colombia where they experi-
ence an earthquake and their first sight of the Andes, along with a “strong acrid 
wet odor [that] pervades atmosphere everywhere.”  There are several photographs 
of the city and the locals, including one of “natives” fishing, accompanied by 
significant commentary on the locals:

“The natives have plenty of fish which they catch in nets thrown by hand – plenty 
of bananas and fruits and cocoanuts and will not work enough to buy anything 
but a little clothing, rice and coffee.  There are no public schools in Colombia 
– a few religious schools inland.  All education for boys and girls of better class 
is in U.S. or Europe....  U.S. buys 85% of Colombia’s coffee.  Population 80% 
negroes on coast.  Government is unstable foreign capital will not make very 
much of an investment here but Standard Oil Co. has a $52,000,000 pipeline in 
Colombia.  Malaria is the greatest plague here though typhoid is also guarded 
against in fruits and vegetables.  Buenaventura is wholly tropical.”

The group then proceeds to Lime, Peru, where they arrive “in a dense fog – worst 
in 10 years.”  They take numerous snapshots of various cultural sights around the 
city, images of “guano birds” along the shoreline, and a “Typical Peruvian Indian 
of the High Andean Plateaus.”  They stayed three nights at the Hotel Bolivar 

before proceeding to Cuzco, Tacua, and Mollendo, which they describe as “a dirty 
town.”  Still, they took several photographs here, including “Descendants of the 
Incas at Cuzco,” an “Indian woman riding Burro – typical scene” in Tacua, and 
other street scenes.

Chile was next for the group.  They were in Santiago by February 23 and shot 
several images at a street market, such as a soap dealer, the flower market, a corn 
stand, and other scenes.  Shortly thereafter they traveled to Valparaiso, Puerto 
Varas, Puerto Montt, and other Chilean locations.  They captured the port of 
Valparaiso, the Three Brothers at Chilean Lakes, scenes in the Chilean mountains, 
Lake Llanquihue, and include in the album a professional real photo postcard 
captioned “Typical Araucanian Indian Hut,” among other images.

The travellers then moved on to Argentina.  They describe Buenos Aires as 
“the most beautiful city in South America so far as the city itself is concerned.”  
Their time in the city is illustrated exclusively with postcards, but they include a 
plethora of descriptive text for numerous monuments, landmarks, harbor scenes, 
gardens, and other sites.

During their time in Brazil, the travellers document coffee production, cattle, 
and other agricultural settings, as well as cities and architectural features.  These 
include numerous images of Rio de Janeiro, which “no picture, however beautiful, 
can portray with any accuracy the beauty of Rio.”  On March 30 the group heads 
“from Buenos Aires down the muddy Rio de la Plata” towards the Amazon River.  
Here, they include real photo postcards of “Typical Indians of the Amazon,” an 
“Amazon Indian Hut,” and “More Indians – These are some of the most primitive 
people living.”  Among the images taken on the streets of Brazil is one showing 
a black woman walking with a bundle on her head, which is captioned, “Nigger 
mammy in pink dress and head load – and was she furious when I took her picture!  
If looks could kill I’d be buried in Brazil.”

The group rejoined their cruise in Brazil, boarding the Rio de Janeiro Maru, and 
finished their journey at the end of April.  A detailed, revealing and lengthy travel 
account, extensively illustrated and annotated by a group of judgmental American 
tourists.  $2850.



 Life of a Texas Family Along the Border
 

20. [Texas Photographica]: [Moore, C.E.]: [ANNOTATED VERNACULAR 
PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM RECORDING OVER THIRTY YEARS OF A 
FAMILY’S LIFE, MAINLY IN EL PASO IN THE EARLY 20th CENTURY].
[Various locations in and around El Paso, but also Juarez, Mexico and other loca-
tions. 1908-1942]. 606 black-and-white photographs, almost all vernacular but with 
a handful of real photo postcards and other mass-produced images, various sizes. 
Pasted or mounted into contemporary photograph album, and captioned in white 
ink. Oblong folio. Contemporary limp brown calf. Manuscript ownership label taped 
to front cover.  Leather separating from front board, but holding; minor edge wear, 
some rubbing and mild soiling. Both hinges reinforced with cello tape. Photographs 
in nice condition, with a handful of empty mounts. Overall, very good.

 

A phenomenal annotated vernacular photo album preserving over thirty years in the 
life of an El Paso family in the early-20th century.  The album opens with several 
photographs of the family in 1910 near a smelter in Canutillo, just north of El Paso.  
The photographs of this period also show Mexican men, women, and children, 
and various American military figures, a water plant, a cement plant, and the Rio 
Grande.  Most notable among the early photographs are vernacular snapshots of 
Mexican Revolutionary figures Francisco Madero, Giuseppe Garibaldi, and Pascual 
Orozco in 1911.

 

The album does not proceed in strictly chronological order, but is roughly organized 
by decade.  In 1913 and afterwards, the family or various parts of the family took trips 
to Juarez, Mexico, and Cloudcroft, New Mexico, the latter on some kind of school 
outing.  While in Juarez, some members of the family attended a bull fight at the 
Plaza de Toros, and apparently some of the family returned to Juarez in 1917 and 1922 
for a return trip to see the bulls.  Several photographs capture the action inside the 

bull ring, while additional 
images capture street scenes 
in Juarez.

 

A series of photographs 
from 1925 show the dam-
age wrought by the Sep-
tember flood, when a dike 
broke on the Rio Grande 
and flooded parts of both 
El Paso and Juarez.  Some 
of these images were store-
bought, but there are a half 
dozen vernacular images of 
the flood waters near the 
broken dike, including one 
of a Mexican family.

 

Landmarks in the photo-
graphs include Fort Bliss 
(the “Mexican stockade” and 
several shots of maneuvers 
on the base), the Old Ysleta 

Mission, Mundy Park, James Canyon (in Cloudcroft), Mt. Franklin, Elephant Butte, 
Elephant Butte Dam, the lake at Washington Park, Devil’s River, and other locations 
in and around El Paso.  One image from 1911 features “Indian boys,” while another 
from 1913 shows a class of young girls dressed as Native Americans.  The 1930s 
and early-1940s images are largely shots of the growing family and their homes.

Some family members traveled outside of Texas to see family or friends around the 
United States.  Other locations briefly pictured here include Birmingham, Alabama, 
where various subjects pose in two pictures with the large statue of Vulcan; Long 
Beach, California (with three pages of pictures at the beach and at a house in Los 
Angeles); Taylor, Texas where part of the family resides; and Ruidoso, New Mexico 
(which may have been a school trip).  Another notable picture is a 1901 school class 
picture at Alamo School in El Paso.  Folded behind the picture is a much later typed 
sheet of paper from one of the students in the class photo, identifying as many of 
his classmates as he can remember.

The album includes a vast array of family photographs throughout, from baby 
pictures and babies being swaddled by elderly grandmothers to groups of young 
men and women on horses and at play in various settings.  By and large, the fam-
ily appears content in the photographs; they are often eating, smiling, or clowning 
around with each other, posed with their horses, swimming in the Rio Grande near 
the Borderlands Bridge, attending a circus parade on Overland Street, and other 
activities.  The earlier family photographs clearly indicate that they often traveled 
to the mesas and wild lands around El Paso, as several photographs depict them in 
the stark landscapes of the area.

The album stands as proof that frontier families such as this often made the best of 
a hardscrabble existence.  A wonderful, cross-generational family album from the 
Texas borderlands in the early-20th century.  $1750.



 Early Vietnam Photo Album from an American Sailor

21. [Vietnam War]: [ANNOTATED VERNACULAR PHOTOGRAPH AL-
BUM CAPTURING SCENES IN HONG KONG, SAIGON, AND PAGO 
PAGO EARLY IN THE VIETNAM WAR]. [Hong Kong, Saigon, Da Nang, 
Pago Pago, and other places]. 1960-1963. Eighty-seven photographs, most in 
color, most about 3½ x 3½ inches, including twelve slightly larger photographs 
laid in. Narrow quarto. Photograph album of black textured cloth, gilt label on 
front board. Photographs in generally nice condition. Very good.

An interesting collection of color and black-and-white vernacular photographs 
taken by an unidentified Navy Midshipman or Marine serving in southeast Asia 
in the early years of American involvement in Vietnam.  Twenty-four images are 
captioned on the verso, often identifying the time and place of the photographs, 
some of which are taken on ship and others on the ground.  The majority of the 
photographs emanate from 1963, either from the caption or a date stamp in the 
margin of the photographs.  They feature street scenes and various buildings in 
Hong Kong and Vietnam, views from the serviceman’s ship, shots of servicemen 
gathered in the mess hall, views of fishing and various buildings in Pago Pago, 
and more.

The captions provide a good cross-section of the nature of the photographs, a sam-
pling of which read: “President Diems & Madame Nhus Palace being constructed 
– They were working on it when I came Feb 1963 August”; “Boulevard going 
towards Saigon August 63”; “Boats at river front Saigon August 63”; “Company 
Area V.T.T. Heli. Co. August 1963”; “Da Nang – S. Viet Nam”; “Chinese painting 
the ship – this is in Hong Kong”; “Bura boat alongside the ship selling goods in 
Hong Kong”; “One of the boats people live on in Hong Kong.  Notice the laun-
dry drying on the top”; “Governor’s Home Pago Pago”; “Ships boat fishing party 
Pago Pago;” and others.  The loose photographs feature naval subjects, such as 
the hospital ship USS Sanctuary, an officer named “Hamilton,” and two shots of 
a young man onboard the ship who might be the compiler of the present album.

A nice collection of early Vietnam War vernacular photography with useful an-
notations.  $850.



 A Soldier’s Life in the Vietnam War

22. [Vietnam War Photographica]: [ANNOTATED VERNACULAR PHO-
TOGRAPH ALBUM CAPTURING TEN MONTHS ON VARIOUS AMERI-
CAN AIR FORCE BASES DURING THE VIETNAM WAR]. [Biên Hòa, 
Nha Trang, Long Binh, and other locations in Vietnam, plus Luzon, Philippines 
and Osan, South Korea]. October 1969 to August 1970. 469 black-and-white or 

color photographs, between 3½ x 3½ inches and 8 x 10 inches, either mounted 
or laid-in to acetate sleeves, almost all annotated in ink on the bottom margin 
or on the verso. Contemporary three-ring thick quarto-size binder, black cloth 
over boards. Joints partially split, some abrading and dust-soiling to covers. Slight 
fading to some of the color photos. Overall, very good.



An exceptional vernacular photograph album by a talented but unknown amateur 
photographer recording a wide variety of experiences on American Air Force bases 
in South Vietnam and Asia during peak years of the Vietnam War.

The photographer was likely a member of the motor pool or a mechanic, as the 
shots seem to center around truck, airplane, and helicopter maintenance.  Most 
of the photographs capture scenes on or around the various bases, with shots 
both inside and outside of barracks, airplanes (including several shots of a U2 spy 
plane), bombed-out equipment, and numerous photos of the people and structures 
in the “Vietnamese Area.”  A few images capture distant shots of the aftermath of 
a “rocket attack” on December 12, 1969; shortly thereafter the photographer and 
his friends celebrate Christmas.  Some of the more interesting photographs during 
the photographer’s time in Vietnam include “VC Prisoners,” “Group of Zips,” 
“Papa-San Working His Rice Paddie,” “Vietnamese Guard Tower,” “Church on 
the West Side of Biên Hòa,” “Refueling at Phan Rang Run,” “Bring the Wounded 
Out,” and several pictures labeled “Buddha Hill” (likely the Long Son Pagoda 
in Nha Trang).  Notably, and for no obvious reason, in two separate images the 
photographer snaps a picture in a magazine of the famous photograph of Thích 
Quang Duc, the monk who burned himself alive at a busy intersection in Saigon 
in 1963.  Several times, the photographer takes a picture of another picture, an 
interesting practice in the context of so many original photographs.

A handful of images of the photographer himself can be seen in the album.  In a 
couple of shots, he is posed with his pet lizard.  Later, he and his fellow soldiers 
adopt a pet monkey who features in several photographs.  There are also a healthy 
amount of aerial images featuring the South Vietnamese landscape, notably rice 
fields, villages, rivers, “bomb craters,” and cities, among other locations.  Also, 
the photographer identifies dozens of fellow soldiers by name throughout the 
album, in both single portraits and in group photos.

The album contains numerous shots (both black-and-white and in color) taken 
from the crowd and later on the runway during a December 28, 1969 U.S.O. 
show at Long Binh, with several images each of Bob Hope, Neil Armstrong, 
Connie Stevens, Suzanne Charny, Teresa Graves, Les Brown, the Golddiggers, 
and others.  One photograph of Neil Armstrong is captioned “Biggest Hit of the 
Show.”  This is understandable given the fact that Armstrong landed on the moon 
just five months before this U.S.O. show.  There is also an 8 x 10 photograph 
of Connie Stevens inscribed to “Ron,” either the photographer’s first name or 
an autographed picture he received from a friend.  After the U.S.O. show, the 
photographer snaps several closer shots of Bob Hope, Connie Stevens, and others 
climbing into cars to leave.

In April or May 1970, the photographer was shipped out to Osan Air Base in 
South Korea.  Along the way, he spends a couple of days at Clark Air Base in 
Luzon in the Philippines where he snaps a few shots of the base.  By early May, he 
has arrived at the Osan Air Base near Songtan Station in the city of Pyeongtaek, 
South Korea, just south of Seoul.  He seems to be happy with his appointment 
at Osan; he captions one photograph “Home Sweet Home” and a few shots of 
the countryside as “Paradise.”  Here, he also photographs Korean farmers, their 
families, villages, a marketplace, a church, a school, and other landmarks.  The 
final two images, dated in August 1970, show the photographer on an airboat on 
an unidentified Korean river.

Personal photographic records by soldiers in Vietnam are growing ever scarcer 
in the market.  This collection is one of the best we’ve encountered, and most 
certainly informs the overall record of the war during perhaps its lowest point of 
public support.  $2250.



 Vernacular Stereoviews of Western Scenes

23. [Western Photographica]: [COLLECTION OF 137 VERNACULAR 
STEREOSCOPIC PHOTOGRAPHIC VIEWS DEPICTING THE PEOPLE 
AND LANDSCAPES OF THE AMERICAN WEST AND SOUTHWEST, 
SOME PERTAINING TO ENERGY SPECULATION]. [Various locations 
in California, New Mexico, Arizona, and Texas]. 1903-1927. 137 stereoscopic 
views (two of them double-sided), comprised of 115 views mounted on card and 
twenty-two unmounted views. Occasional minor surface and edge wear, a few 
with short tears in the image area. Overall very good.

An unusual and unique collection of vernacular stereoviews, apparently all taken 
by the same photographer, featuring both human and natural subjects in the 
American West.  Quite a few of the images pertain to sulphur mining or oil 
speculation, given the nature of the annotations to some of the images and vari-
ous types of equipment featured in a number of the photographs.  For instance, 
a photograph from Ventura County in 1921 shows a drilling rig set up on Sattler 
Ranch.  Another undated photograph is annotated on the verso, “Looking for oil 
Rio Grande.”  The photographer often includes human subjects set against western 



vistas, sometimes even including family members in the shots.  The date range 
given above comes from the earliest and latest dated photographs; it is entirely 
possible that some photographs date before and after this range, but all seem to 
be from this same general time frame.

Identified locations include San Diego, Yosemite Valley, Los Angeles, Ventura 
County, El Paso, and others, along with numerous unidentified locations in the 
American West.  The variety of subjects include drilling structures, landscapes, 
isolated buildings and small town scenes, as well as business associates, friends, 
and family members of several generations.  The earliest photograph captures 
the ghost town of Pittsburg, NM, the site of a “New gold camp” (according to 
the manuscript caption) near the Caballos Mountains in 1903.

The source of these photographs is unidentified, but the consistency in subject 
matter, in the people depicted, and in the descriptions on the versos lead us to 
believe that most (if not all) were taken by the same person.  Several of the family 
images are captioned with a San Diego location, which was likely the photog-
rapher’s hometown.  The images relating to small mining operations and those 
showing the interior of laboratories, indicate that the photographer might have 
been a mining engineer or scientist.  Seventy of the mounted stereoviews and 
seven of the unmounted views are annotated in manuscript (in a consistent hand), 
identifying the subject, location, and/or the date of the photograph.   Most of 
the images appear to be silver gelatin prints, though three of the stereoviews are 
cyanotypes.  A sampling of the captions are as follows:

1) “New gold camp Pittsburg [NM] Caballos Mts. 1903.”
2) “Old Fort Bliss 1904.”
3) “Rich Placer claims of Bisbee Co. looking N Aug 04.”
4) “Rustin Cañon. N of Santa Monica. About 1905.”
5) “Point Firman [San Pedro] Sep 1912.”
6) “Devil’s Canon Bridge Dec 1919.”
7) “Looking NE from Hartman & Needham oil claim Birego [sic]. Dec 1919.”
8) “Mack auticline looking N in San Clemente Cañon Dec 1919.”
9) “Looking towards highway from Asbestos hill, in Palm Spr Riverside Co Dec 

1919.”

10) “Auticline looking West from Piru Creek Ventura Co. 1920.”
11) “Oil seep in Nuevo Cañon. Keary Ranch Ventura Co. Mch 1920.”
12) “Imperial United Oil & Power Co. looking West over Sec 30 or SW of the 

Palisas(?) Apr 1920.”
13) “House of Jack Rice. National City. S Diego Dec. 1920.”
14) “Point Loma Military Reserve Mch 29. 21 his Master & Aide de Camp.”
15) “From Mahoney Ranch Ventura looking S.W. Apr 9 1921.”
16) “Rig on Sattler Rch. Ventura Co. Apr 9 21.”
17) “From Belmont land Sweetwater looking NE Apr. 1921.”
18) “May 14. 21. with Hartman Road Ventura – Los Angeles.”
19) “Priscilla & Arthur at 1247 9th St San Diego July 31, 1921.”
20) “Feb 16 22. From above old Padre Mine looking N.W. to Chuckwalla Mts.”
21) “Mud volcanoes Niland Calif Mch 1922.”
22) “Capitol at Sacramento – Aug 1926.”
23) “View of Yosemite from highway out to Mariposa Grove. Aug 1926.”
24) “3 generations Aug 6 1926 at 1644 Linwood St. San Diego.”
25) “From Superstition Mt. fault SE.”
26) “Looking West over W claim, showing ‘gopher’ holes.”
27) “La Jolla from Mt Solidad.”
28) “Children at Old Fort Bliss.”
29) “South from Boulder well.”
30) “Lime Kiln Franklin Heights N of El Paso.”

 

Many of these photographs display some of the hallmarks of the amateur pho-
tographer: slightly soft focus, shadows of fingers in the edges of the frame, and 
inconsistent or off-kilter compositions.  Vernacular stereoviews, especially of the 
American West, are exceedingly uncommon, and certainly so regarding energy 
speculation.  The execution and production of stereoscopic photographs was 
not cheap, so the photographer must have had a passion for photography itself; 
otherwise the present group would have been simple single shots of the subjects 
seen here.

 

A unique and special assortment of vernacular stereoviews of the West.  $2750.



 Glamping in Peoria, 1913

24. [Women]: [Camping]: CAMP JOHN [cover title]. Peoria, Il. 1913. 148 
photographs, 1½ x 2½ to 3 x 4 inches, mounted on [40]pp. Oblong folio. Medium-
weight green card stock, cord tied. Light wear at edges. Thoroughly captioned. 
Very good.

An attractive handmade photograph album documenting a camping trip made by 
the Tjaden family in June and July 1913 to a place they call “Camp John” near 
Peoria.  The album features original and quoted verse, numerous manuscript il-

lustrations, and other exceptional embellishments.  Half of the group was made up 
of young women, and the majority of the photos feature their exploits, including 
water activities, life in camp, hiking, cooking and washing, and provisioning from 
the local farm.  In general, the action centers around their tent compound, with 
several side trips to settings such as the Illinois Valley Yacht Club.

An extensively captioned and inventive memento of an early 20th-century camp-
ing vacation.  $950.



 World War II American Soldier in Hawaii – Drawing Cartoons
 

25. [World War II]: Brotherton, Henry Alton, Major: [WORLD WAR 
II CENTRAL PACIFIC ARCHIVE OF WARRANT OFFICER HENRY 
A. BROTHERTON, INCLUDING 225 PHOTOGRAPHS, A COLLEC-
TION OF MILITARY PAPERWORK, AND EIGHT LARGE-FORMAT 
ORIGINAL CARTOONS]. [Various places, including North Carolina, 
San Francisco, but mostly Hawaii. 1944-1948]. 225 photographs; thirteen 
photographic negatives; six letters and telegrams; two folders of Brotherton’s 
military paperwork; three original pencil sketches; eight large-format ink and 
pencil captioned cartoons of the 551st Ordnance H.M. Co.; Brotherton’s 
wife’s identification card for Fort McPherson, Georgia; a small nameplate for 
“Lt. Henry Brotherton”; and a November 27, 1948 issue of the Army Times 
newspaper, listing Brotherton as a major under the “Warrant List.” Some 
insect damage to the pencil sketches and one cartoon, otherwise generally 
very good or better condition.

 

A nice collection of material on the wartime experiences of Maj. Henry Al-
ton Brotherton (1920-86), a Warrant Officer from Iredell, North Carolina.  
The numerous photographs feature a variety of settings and subjects.  The 
majority of the photographs emanate from Hawaii, showing Brotherton and 
his wife (who apparently joined him at some point after his assignment there, 
either to live for a while or visit), other officers and soldiers at work and 
play, studio portraits of Brotherton, a handful of 8 x 10-inch press photos, 
and a 4 x 10-inch panorama of the 551th Ordnance Company.  Over thirty 
of the photographs are annotated, mostly identifying Brotherton, his wife, 
or military subjects in Hawaii in 1945, with three photographs showing the 
551st at a “Beer Party.”

 

Among the letters and telegrams are a small handwritten note by Brotherton 
to his wife in North Carolina, wishing her congratulations on their wedding 
anniversary, and a Western Union telegram wishing the same (dated a day 
apart from each other); a Dec. 31, 1945 telegram from Brotherton to his wife 
saying that he expects to “be home soon.”

 

A December 22, 1944 five-page letter from Brotherton’s wife, Polly, includes 
extremely romantic and borderline racy content from a homefront wife to her 
husband while he was in training in San Francisco: “My Darling Husband, 
I’m wanting you so terribly much tonight, I hardly know how to begin my 
letter....If I dared put all my emotions on paper, this letter would be scorched 
with passion, Brother.  I love you, I love you, I love you!!”

 

The folders of documents include official army service forms, rosters, reports, 
etc.  Notable among the papers are a packet of documents relating to the visit 
of the President of Mexico to Kansas City in 1947 (which Brotherton was tasked 
with coordinating); a certificate of training for “Mess Management;” a 1946 
application for commission in the regular army as well as one for extended 
active duty; a list of Brotherton’s ordnance depot bowling league (in which 



Brotherton is listed near the top with a 163.1 average); and a snarky letter from 
Brotherton’s superior, commenting on a traffic citation received by Brotherton: 
“If all officers had the same attitude [as Lt. Brotherton toward parking rules,] 
this post would have to have an M.P. on every street and intersection which is 
neither feasible nor desirable.”

Perhaps the most notable portion of the archive lies in the nine large black-and-
white ink and pencil cartoons on eight sheets.  They depict soldiers performing 
various ordnance tasks on a base, presumably somewhere in the central Pacific, 
accompanied by humorous commentary.  Six of the cartoons directly reference 
either the Pacific or California.  One cartoon pictures “the men most commonly 
called as the Bull Gangers, who work on the big weapons which give Japs lead 
poisoning.”  A few cartoons picture palm trees or reference pineapples.  Another 
cartoon shows two soldiers in conversation, with a thought bubble above them 
showing the Golden Gate Bridge; the caption reads: “I figure that my new tool 
will speed this war up so fast that we will see the Golden Gate in forty eight.”  
One of the cartoons includes a sign reading: “551st Ord. H. M. Co” [Heavy 
Maintenance Company].  These pieces are unsigned, so it is unclear if they are 
Brotherton’s work, but some of the soldiers depicted are named (e.g. [Eddie] 
Blackford, Mullins and “Big Joe” Galecki).

An unusually dense and diverse World War II archive, with photographs, military 
documents, and original artwork relating to the Pacific Theater of the war. 

$3500.

 Images of the Pacific Theater

26. [World War II Photographica]: [FASCINATING COLLECTION OF 
TWENTY ANNOTATED ORIGINAL PHOTOGRAPHS OF PACIFIC 
THEATER ACTIVITIES DURING WORLD WAR II, INCLUDING FIVE 
IMAGES OF JAPANESE AND KOREAN PRISONERS OF WAR]. [At sea in 
the South Pacific, and on Guam]. 1943-1944. Twenty loose photographs. Minor 
wear, a few images slightly faded. Very good.

An interesting and unique group of annotated photographs from an unknown 
United States Navy midshipman aboard the USS President Monroe, recording 
activities in the Pacific Theater during World War II.  All twenty photographs 
have notes written on one or both sides.  The USS President Monroe was built 
just prior to World War II, and proved instrumental during the Gilbert Islands 
invasion, the operations in the Marshall Islands, and at the invasion of Guam.  
All three of these events are memorialized here, with images of the Navy on and 
in the waters around Guam, a shot of indigenous people and another of a U.S. 
tank on Tarakawa, Gilbert Islands, and shots of prisoners of war captured on the 
Marshall Islands.

Five of the photographs show the Japanese and Korean prisoners of war in the 
sick bay aboard the Monroe.  Four of the photographs depict Japanese prisoners; 
one image shows Korean captives.  One shot shows a Navy doctor performing a 
surgical procedure on one of the wounds of the “Wounded Jap prisoner of war...
captured in Marshall Islands.”  Another photograph of a struggling Japanese 
P.O.W. is annotated on the verso, “Wounded Jap prisoner of war in sick bay 
on board USS Pres. Monroe, was captured on Marshall Islands.  Note shrapnel 
wounds on legs.”  The notation on the back of a photograph picturing a trio of 
P.O.W.s standing amidst armed American soldiers reads: “Korean war prisoners 
captured on Kwajalein, Marshall Islands.  Picture was taken in brig on U.S.S. Pres. 
Monroe.”  Other images show the destruction of Kwajalein (one of the Marshall 
Islands) and Navy men on Tarawa, in the Gilbert Islands.  $250.



 Photo Album of a Seabee in the Philippines in 1945

27. [World War II Photographica]: [Philippines Photographica]: [PHO-
TOGRAPH ALBUM CONTAINING OVER ONE HUNDRED THIRTY 
ORIGINAL IMAGES COMPILED BY A MEMBER OF THE 142nd UNITED 
STATES NAVAL CONSTRUCTION BATTALION STATIONED IN GUI-
UAN DURING 1945 FOLLOWING THE PHILIPPINES CAMPAIGN].
[Philippines; Okinawa; San Diego. 1945]. 133 silver gelatin photographs, most 
2½ x 4 inches, but ranging from 2½ x 2½ to several 10 x 7 inches. Oblong folio. 
Black leatherette album, strong tied. Light wear. Photos in corner mounts, with 
many captions. Very good.

A fascinating photographic account of military service 
in the Philippines compiled by a member of the 142nd 
U.S. Naval Construction Battalion, the Seabees, in 
1945.  Most of the images, approximately three-quarters 
of the album, were taken in Guiuan, on Samar Island 
in the central Philippines, where the photographer 
was stationed.  Guiuan city square, the Seabees’ camp, 
numerous portraits of local girls, who sometimes pose 
with American soldiers, local families and their activities, 
native architecture, and other local scenes.  They also 
show the Immaculate Conception Church, with shots 
of the exterior and detailed views of the silver altar – 
built in from 1595 to 1844, but completely destroyed 
by Typhoon Haiyan in 2013.  Several other photos 
evidently portray the album’s compiler, posing next to 
an American fighter plane, while boiling sea shells, in 
front of his tent, etc.

The final portion of the album contains photos taken during the operations aboard 
the USS Monrovia and President Harris in October-November 1945, including views 
of Okinawa on the way to China, and snapshots of soldiers unloading cargo in the 
Yellow Sea China before returning to Manila.  There are also eight clear views 
of Manila, showing destroyed Japanese cranes and boats in the harbor, American 
army headquarters, and a warehouse.  The album concludes with a few photos of 
the homeward voyage, and shows soldiers discharged in San Pedro, California.

Overall, a very good album depicting local life and the activities of the 142nd 
U.S. Naval Construction Battalion in the Philippines and Yellow Sea in the last 
months of the World War II.  $1250.



 An American Woman Military Staffer in Occupied Japan

28. [World War II Photographica]: [Smith, Audrey L.]: [VERNACULAR 
PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM CAPTURING LIFE IN OCCUPIED JAPAN 
FOR A YOUNG AMERICAN FEMALE STAFFER SERVING WITH THE 
WESTERN DEFENSE COMMAND AND THE AIR FORCE]. [Mainly To-
kyo, but also other locations in Japan. 1946-1947]. 188 silver gelatin photographs, 
from 1½ x 1½ inches to approximately 6¼ x 4¼ inches, in mounting corners or 
pasted in, plus assorted ephemera laid in. Oblong quarto photo album. Red silk 
boards, silk ties, with central stylized Japanese figure on front board. Some fray-
ing to silk around edges and on boards, minor soiling. Photographs generally in 
excellent condition. Overall very good.

An interesting vernacular photograph album capturing a 
young woman’s time spent in occupied Japan during its first 
phase just after the conclusion of World War II.  Hailing 
from Oakland, California, Audrey L. Smith worked for 
the Western Defense Command before its disbandment 
in March 1946 and seems to have transferred to the Air 
Force in Tokyo during the occupation.  While in Japan, 
Smith found time to travel and recorded much of her 
travels in Japan in the photographs included here.  She 
attended parties with various friends in and around Tokyo.  
She traveled dockside to see Japanese fishing boats and 
to the countryside where she records numerous images 
of herself and indigenous Japanese farmers and children.  
In a few photographs, Smith and a male companion stand 
next to a sign pointing to Chugushi and in front of other 
Japanese monuments.  She even carved out time to sun-
bathe, play golf, and attend a baseball game featuring the 
Far East Air Force team.  The majority of the Americans 
featured in the photographs are smiling and seeming to 
enjoy themselves; only two Japanese women in any pho-
tographs smile back.

 

Smith records various street scenes, capturing the bustle 
of Tokyo.  Locations in her photos include the New Kyoto 
Stateside Theatre, the Hotel Osaka, Tokyo Electric Build-
ing, Tokyo P.X., and the Ernie Pyle Theater.  In one shot, 
Smith and two friends stand next to the sign outside the 
“International Military Tribunal Far East,” also known as 
the Tokyo War Crimes Tribunal.  The last few pages of 
the album seem to record Smith on the remote Kwajalein 
Atoll in the Marshall Islands, where she may have been 
assigned after Tokyo.

 

Affixed to the rear pastedown of the album is a large 
envelope containing a couple of letters from suitors to 

Smith while she was stationed in Tokyo, a 1947 birthday card to her in Tokyo, a 
couple of empty envelopes addressed to her simply as “Miss Audrey Smith Osaka 
Hotel Room 810,” and a presumably-later professional photograph of Smith and 
an unidentified man holding hands at the 365 Club in San Francisco.

The most interesting ephemeral item is an eight-page mimeographed booklet 
entitled Banker’s Club Tokyo Japan Japanese Language Classes.  The text is essentially 
a rudimentary primer on the Japanese language, with vocabulary terms, “every 
day life sentences,” exercises, and lessons on Japanese particles and verbs.

 

An affecting collection of images juxtaposing the pleasures of a young American 
woman’s travels in occupied Japan against the backdrop of a broken country.
  $650.


